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Divine Mysteries of the Most Holy Rosary 1986 the admirable secret of the
rosary is a book about the holy rosary written by saint louis de montfort a
french priest and catholic saint who died in 1716 the english translation of
the book bears the imprimatur of archbishop thomas e molloy of the roman
catholic diocese of brooklyn the book revolves around the views of the rosary
and the power of the rosary and consists of a number of short sections called
roses each being about one or two pages long each rose discusses a separate
viewpoint about the rosary and may be addressed to a different cross section of
the audience e g priests versus lay people
The Admirable Secret of the Rosary 2013-05 disclaimer the nude figure is a
tradition in western renaissance art and has been used to express ideals of
male and female beauty and other human qualities some images in this book
contain nude figures such as cherubs when catholics recite the prayers of the
rosary they meditate on the mystery associated with that decade however the
rosary isn t just a recitation of prayers but a meditation on the grace of god
with an image for each prayer it is now even easier to meditate on the
mysteries of the most holy rosary this book contains over 200 images of classic
masterpieces from 100 to 1 000 years ago as well as all the prayers that are
necessary to engage in this wonderful devotion
The Mysteries of the Most Holy Rosary 1995 to meditate on the mysteries of the
rosary we want to be there with jesus and mary we want to see them and hear
their voices we want to be on the scene in the stable where jesus was born in
the temple as mary enters proudly carrying her baby at the foot of the cross
when jesus dies set the stage in your own mind for these episodes one at a time
in the lives of jesus and mary consider their immediate surroundings their
robes and veils and the sandals on their feet try to conjure up a room where
mary sleeps a simple bed a chair her father made and a rag rug her mother wove
Praying the Most Holy Rosary 2019-04-28 includes the five new mysteries of
light
Meditations on the Mysteries of the Most Holy Rosary 2014-02-11 this collection
of rosary meditations taken from the writings of the fathers of the church
allows the reader for the first time to bring the insights of sacred tradition
into the daily recitation of the holy rosary we know well as true sons and
daughters of holy mother church that the truths of the catholic faith come to
us both through sacred scripture and sacred tradition indeed st paul writes
therefore brothers stand firm and cling to the traditions we taught you whether
by speech or by letter 2 thess 2 15 how little time alas do we give to the
sayings of the ancient fathers how little attention towards their words of
reflection and yet what riches can be found in their insights as they ponder
upon the events of salvation history and share from the fountain of wisdom that
in one manner was so much closer to their lips than it is to ours drawing from
diverse authors both those canonically held as fathers but also other ancient
writers of the first millennium of christianity this book will serve as a
faithful companion to any committed catholic who is desirous of going deeper in
contemplation of the holy rosary and to do so in a manner which seeks neither
novelty nor the theological fashions of today but the wisdom of the earliest
saints of our holy religion you will find here hundreds of carefully selected
paragraphs of meditation chosen in and through prayer you will find points for
every bead of the traditional rosary as well as the additional mysteries
proposed by pope john paul ii and the hopeful mysteries introduced in an
earlier work by the same author which bring to the faithful s consideration
events concerning our lady and salvation history prior to the annunciation this
is a book to be kept alongside your rosary beads to be brought out at adoration
to be carried on retreat to be shared with your children in family prayers and
to be passed on to those who wish to grow in prayer and in the greatest of all
the prayers of popular piety the holy rosary the book is a wonderful
composition of devotional meditations that lead the reader through a deeply
meaningful and intimate journey in prayer and inspiration holly rodriguez
illustrator poet and founder of beatific artworks about the author fr mark
higgins is a priest of the archdiocese of southwark england he is also the
editor of the holy rosary through the visions of blessed anne catherine
emmerich
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Most Holy Rosary 2003-02-01 when catholics recite the prayers of the rosary we
shouldn t just recite the prayers but we should meditate on the grace of god
with an image for each prayer it is now easier to meditate on the mysteries of
the most holy rosary this book contains over 200 full color images of classic
masterpieces from 100 to 1 000 years ago as well as all the prayers that are
necessary to engage in this wonderful devotion
The Mysteries of the Most Holy Rosary 1992-01-01 louis de montfort presents
some refreshing views on the rosary and its power in this beautiful book it
contains spiritual reflections on the rosary its significance how to pray it
most effectively and many narratives of miracles that worked for those who
prayed it the book attempts to deliver the message that rosary is the most
focused and preferred devotion to mary the mother of jesus it describes the
historical and spiritual significance of the holy rosary and examines the
meaning behind the prayers our father hail mary and glory be in addition
montfort did a marvelous job providing helpful tips on avoiding distraction and
faithfully praying the rosary every day this well structured work is a concise
straightforward yet inspiring read for anyone who wants to find their spiritual
path it consists of short sections called roses each rose discusses a different
viewpoint about the rosary and is somewhat addressed to a diverse group of the
audience like priests or ordinary people it s a perfect read for anyone who
wants to know about the rosary whether for religious purpose or out of
curiosity catholics worldwide have read the book for over two centuries and it
s still an excellent spiritual resource
The Holy Rosary, from the Writings of the Fathers of the Church 2020-12-08 this
historic apostolic letter from pope john paul ii broadens the traditional
pattern of the rosary to include the mysteries of light five reflections on
christ s public ministry between his baptism and his passion
Praying the Most Holy Rosary 2020-03-25 an exceptional companion to the rosary
the most holy rosary of the blessed virgin mary is the meditation on the
principal mysteries in the lives of jesus and his blessed mother its joyful
sorrowful and glorious events comprise essential dogmas of the catholic church
god given prayers accompany the mind in contemplating each scene of the fifteen
mysteries divine in every way the most holy rosary of the blessed virgin mary
can be described as the catechism of the catholic church prayed this book is a
visual walk through the mysteries and prayers of the holy rosary paired with
words from holy scripture sacred masterpieces will reverently guide the
imagination and inspire the heart it is offered to people of all ages as a
prayerful companion to the holy rosary
The Secret of the Rosary 2023-12-25 one of the most popular catholic devotions
is the holy rosary which has been supported for centuries by popes saints and
common people by reading the teachings of some of the greatest saints and
visionaries in the tradition readers of legendary guidance on the most holy
rosary can enhance their comprehension and rosary prayer practice in roman
catholicism the rosary is regarded as one of the most potent devotions popes
saints and common people have been turning to the rosary for blessings healing
and spiritual development for centuries by reading the insightful essays of
some of the greatest saints and visionaries in the tradition readers of
legendary guidance on the most holy rosary can enhance their own rosary prayer
life this book which is organized around the four sets of mysteries joyful
luminous sorrowful and glorious offers prayers meditations and insights to help
you reflect on each decade discover the rosary prayer methods used by st louis
de montfort and st padre pio while reciting the beads consider the guidance of
blessed mother teresa and the mystical experiences of the children of fátima
for a deeper level of devotion let modern holy men and women and historical
figures like st dominic and st bartolo longo serve as your role models readers
of legendary guidance on the most holy rosary will find a wealth of knowledge
to deepen their rosary devotion by praying as the saints pray believers will be
able to grow closer to christ through the meditations prayers and spiritual
advice included within these pages the rosary can be pondered in new ways with
this divine companionship and its fabled power can change our lives the most
effective rosary counsel from throughout history is compiled in legendary
counsel on the most holy rosary you will discover timeless lessons for every
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series of mysteries by praying with these revered saints and seers and you will
get fresh insight into this age old devotion learn how the wisdom of the saints
can help you examine the rosary and discover how profoundly it can deepen your
faith
On the Most Holy Rosary 2002 probably the finest book ever written about the
rosary appeals to all ages shows the great spiritual power of the rosary which
is appreciated by few tells why the rosary is the most important private prayer
canon william says of de montfort s book it goes far beyond mere research we
might say that it contains everything that can be said about the rosary its
content and form its real worth about the instruction necessary for its
appreciation and use over 5 300 000 sold
The Most Holy Rosary of the Blessed Virgin Mary 2021-02-14 unlike some other
reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical character
recognition as this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos 2 in books
where there are images such as portraits maps sketches etc we have endeavoured
to keep the quality of these images so they represent accurately the original
artefact although occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these
old texts we feel they deserve to be made available for future generations to
enjoy
The book of the holy rosary 1872 st bridget of sweden whilst still in her
girlhood was seized in ecstasy with a vision of her blessed saviour hanging
upon the wood of the cross this was the first of thousands of visions and
dialogues between our saint and the heavenly court this volume for the first
time brings before the reader the most profound and insightful experiences of
this medieval mystic and collates them according to the mysteries of the rosary
for each bead of the rosary you will find a choicely selected point of
meditation to ponder over and an opportunity to join st bridget of sweden as
she illuminates the familiar scenes of the mysteries with details unrecorded in
the sacred scriptures as in the previously edited volumes in this series in
addition to the fifteen traditional mysteries meditations are also included for
pope john paul ii s mysteries of light as well as the hopeful mysteries which
feature the central events of the plan of redemption prior to the annunciation
those wishing to establish a deeper source of contemplative material for the
daily rosary will find this book and st bridget of sweden their ideal companion
on the road to true devotion
Legendary Guidance on the Most Holy Rosary 2024-01-20 reprint of the original
first published in 1872 the publishing house anatiposi publishes historical
books as reprints due to their age these books may have missing pages or
inferior quality our aim is to preserve these books and make them available to
the public so that they do not get lost
The Secret of the Rosary 1993-08 in the last apparition of our lady at fatima
october 13 1917 our lady appeared as the queen of the holy rosary in one hand
she held the rosary and in the other the scapular once she told st dominic that
the rosary and the scapular would one day save the world that day is today
The Excellence of the Rosary 2012-01 this work has been selected by scholars as
being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america
and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and
distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on
the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important
enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we
appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
The Holy Rosary through the Visions of Saint Bridget of Sweden 2021-03-11 the
holy rosarycatholic way publishing the holy rosary illustrated prayers
scripture readings guides and meditations includes an image of jesus christ in
the eucharistic state of adoration includes the seven dolour rosary meditations
advice on the rosary and the origins of the rosary includes an active index
table of contents and ncx navigation publisher available in paperback isbn 13
978 1 78379 034 0 included in this book are the 20 mysteries of the holy rosary
of the blessed virgin mary illustrated the joyful mysteries the sorrowful
mysteries the glorious mysteries and the luminous mysteries each of the three
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main mysteries and decades have scripture readings and quotations guides and
two meditations the seven dolour rosary meditations are included as well as
helpful advice on saying the rosary the origins of the rosary and an image of
jesus christ in the eucharistic state of adoration the rosary from latin
rosarium meaning crown of roses or garland of roses is a roman catholic
sacramental and marian devotion to prayer and the commemoration of jesus christ
and events of his life throughout centuries the rosary has been promoted by
several popes as part of the veneration of mary the rosary also represents the
roman catholic emphasis on participation in the life of mary whose focus was
christ and the mariological theme to christ through mary taught by saint louis
de montfort god bless publisher catholic way publishing
The Most Holy Rosary 2022-12-09 st alphonsus de liguori the saintly founder of
the redemptorist congregation is famed for his romantic and beautiful
descriptions of the lives of our lord and his holy mother drawing from the
fathers the mystics and from his own wealth of piety st alphonsus famously
wrote in a manner designed to cut straight to the heart and to provoke a
response of deeper conversion and contrition in the soul of the reader in this
work for the first time the collected meditations of this great saint have been
attached to the individual mysteries of the holy rosary indeed to the
individual beads of each mystery of the holy rosary in this treasure trove of
contemplative material you will find hundreds of carefully selected passages to
aid you and your family in the devout recitation of our lady s holy rosary the
book covers both the 15 traditional mysteries of the rosary as well as the
mysteries of light an additional set of mysteries the hopeful mysteries is also
included as a means of contemplating the events in the life of our lady prior
to the annunciation and her prophetic foreshadowing
The Book of the Holy Rosary 2023-04-14 this work will be excellent for those
who wish to truly make the first saturdays advised by our lady of fatima as an
essential requirement is fifteen minutes meditation on the mysteries of the
rosary in addition to reciting a third part of the rosary the name of the world
renowned preacher father monsabre the author of the meditations now presented
to english readers is a sufficient recommendation of their utility and
intrinsic value the devotion of the holy rosary has always been a favorite
religious exercise among english speaking catholics and it becomes more and
more popular in these countries according as providence has improved our
condition and multiplied our numbers in the present century hence we offer
these admirable meditations on the mysteries of the holy rosary to our co
religionists of all classes with respectful confidence in order to clear away
all doubts as to the person holding authority to establish canonically in any
mission or parish the confraternity of the holy rosary it may be well to remark
that this jurisdiction is vested solely in the master general of the dominican
order or in his vicar when the general is absent from rome this is manifest
from a great number of papal decrees issued on the subject during the last six
hundred years special attention is called to two decrees of pope innocent xi
issued respectively on the 18th of april 1678 and on the 31st of july 1679 the
same fact is elaborately and definitively explained in the bull of pope
benedict xiii bearing date of the 20th of may 1727 hence that the confraternity
may be canonically established application must be made to the master general
of the dominicans in rome and this is usually done through the provincials of
the different nations in which the order of st dominic exists the explanation
hereby given has for its object the securing to all devout clients of the
rosary whatever indulgences and spiritual benefits may have been at any time
attached to this great devotion father monsabre has published seven series of
meditations on the rosary only three of which we give at present to english
readers the success of our first venture will insure the early publication of
the remainder the french work has gone through twelve editions we attach to onr
little volume the encyclical of our present sovereign pontiff leo xiii given on
the 1st of september 1883 this magnificent document relating to the rosary
along with his other letters to the same effect may be said to constitute a new
epoch in the history of this devotion the rosary is a form of vocal prayer
accompanied with a meditation upon one of the fifteen mysteries distributed
into three series the joyful the sorrowful and the glorious mysteries the
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joyful mysteries are the annunciation the visitation the nativity the
presentation in the temple and the finding of the child jesus in the temple the
sorrowful mysteries are the agony in the garden the scourging at the pillar the
crowning with thorns the carriage of the cross the crucifixion the glorious
mysteries are the resurrection of our lord the ascension the coming of the holy
ghost the assumption of the blessed virgin and her coronation the sacred art of
the rosary consists in reciting devoutly the prescribed prayers whilst the soul
piously occupied in meditation on the mysteries conteluplates and draws fruit
from the various circumstances in which our blessed saviour and his most holy
mother appear
The Power of the Rosary 2003-06 venerable mary of agreda the well known
religious sister and mystic of the seventeenth century recounts many of her
intimate revelations received from our lord and our lady in her spiritual
classic the mystical city of god an immense work of over a thousand pages in
this book fr higgins offers a carefully curated and edited compendium of
meditations drawn from the saint s masterpiece assigning a relevant text for
contemplation to each bead of the holy rosary in this work the scenes of the
holy rosary so familiar to us are brought life in a new way dramatically
enriched and expanded through the technicolour details so uniquely
characteristic of the visions of venerable mary to whom was shown step by step
moment by moment our lady s perspective on the entirety of the life of christ
additional to the 15 traditional mysteries of the holy rosary and the mysteries
of light an additional set of mysteries the hopeful mysteries are also included
these allow us to join venerable mary in her contemplation of the events in the
life of our lady prior to the annunciation and her prophetic foreshadowing
Rosa Mystica 2022-10-27 the meditations set down in this short volume stem from
countless recitations by peter c morrison over the course of approximately
sixty years he believes that the holy spirit has been abundantly active during
the recitations the spirit has also never failed to guide and inspire him as
soon as he sits down to print the reflections contained in this book
meditations on the holy rosary draws from his life experiences his knowledge of
the bible and from the classes in theology and homilies from inspired preachers
The Holy Rosary 2013-12-27 when we pick up the most holy rosary we enter into
the world of the mysteries of our faith as we move from joyful to sorrowful to
glorious mysteries we breathe in the life of the only son of god as well as his
life and teachings mary assists us on this journey of faith as we invite her to
model our life on her own and to become more like jesus by following her lead
The Holy Rosary through the Writings of Saint Alphonsus de Liguori 2010 we are
introduced gradually into the contemplative prayer of heaven dwelling in our
hearts by humbly reciting the rosary under the guidance of the holy spirit we
explore our own depths the inner person the place where god is present in
ourselves
Honoring Her Virtues 2014-09-02 this collection of rosary meditations taken
from the writings of the fathers of the church allows the reader for the first
time to bring the insights of sacred tradition into the daily recitation of the
holy rosary we know well as true sons and daughters of holy mother church that
the truths of the catholic faith come to us both through sacred scripture and
sacred tradition indeed st paul writes therefore brothers stand firm and cling
to the traditions we taught you whether by speech or by letter 2 thess 2 15 how
little time alas do we give to the sayings of the ancient fathers how little
attention towards their words of reflection and yet what riches can be found in
their insights as they ponder upon the events of salvation history and share
from the fountain of wisdom that in one manner was so much closer to their lips
than it is to ours drawing from diverse authors both those canonically held as
fathers but also other ancient writers of the first millennium of christianity
this book will serve as a faithful companion to any committed catholic who is
desirous of going deeper in contemplation of the holy rosary and to do so in a
manner which seeks neither novelty nor the theological fashions of today but
the wisdom of the earliest saints of our holy religion you will find here
hundreds of carefully selected paragraphs of meditation chosen in and through
prayer you will find points for every bead of the traditional rosary as well as
the additional mysteries proposed by pope john paul ii and the hopeful
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mysteries introduced in an earlier work by the same author which bring to the
faithful s consideration events concerning our lady and salvation history prior
to the annunciation this is a book to be kept alongside your rosary beads to be
brought out at adoration to be carried on retreat to be shared with your
children in family prayers and to be passed on to those who wish to grow in
prayer and in the greatest of all the prayers of popular piety the holy rosary
the book is a wonderful composition of devotional meditations that lead the
reader through a deeply meaningful and intimate journey in prayer and
inspiration holly rodriguez illustrator poet and founder of beatific artworks
about the author fr mark higgins is a priest of the archdiocese of southwark
england he is also the editor of the holy rosary through the visions of blessed
anne catherine emmerich
Meditations on the Mysteries of the Holy Rosary 2022-05-26 this work has been
selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original
artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you
will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these
works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and
other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may
freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact
this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc
scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate
your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
The Holy Rosary through the Visions of Venerable Mary of Agreda 1772 walk in
faith and pray the rosary teach your child the mysteries of the holy rosary
while experiencing the life of jesus through the eyes of mary the mysteries of
the holy rosary takes you through the twenty mysteries joyful luminous
sorrowful and glorious with 60 pages of vibrant illustrations by artist yorris
handoko this is a powerful guide and prayer which allows you to reflect on the
life of jesus and mary there is a wonderful guide at the beginning of the book
that teaches you the prayers and how and when to say them every day of the week
has a set of mysteries we can pray
An Essay on the Rosary and Sodality Of the Most Holy Name of Jesus 2020-11-30
the holy rosary is not a pious practice banished to the past like prayers of
other times thought of with nostalgia instead the rosary is experiencing a new
springtime without a doubt this is one of the most eloquent signs of love that
the young generation nourish for jesus and his mother mary pope benedict xvi
the prayer of the rosary has been central to the spiritual life of the church
for centuries and remains as popular and cherished a form of devotion as ever
even further developing in the twenty first century with the proclamation of
the mysteries of light by pope john paul ii anne vail s fascinating book tells
how the rosary evolved over the years into the form we know today beginning
with the adoption of the rose as the symbol for our lady the story of the
rosary traces the growth in popularity of collections of prayers or roses in
her honour these eventually came to be counted by beads when particular prayers
began to be associated with the rosary based on the mysteries of the new
testament it was to become a powerful tool for evangelization while from
lepanto to the gates of vienna from fatima to the shipyards of gdansk our lady
of the rosary has continued to play a crucial role in the church s witness to
the world the holy rosary remains an inspiration for millions through it we may
relive the important and meaningful moments of salvation history putting christ
at the centre of our lives through the contemplation and meditation of his holy
mysteries of joy light sorrow and glory anne vail was born in dorset into a
naval family she spent her childhood in various countries finishing her
education at the sorbonne in paris she studied fine art at southampton art
college and now lives in hampshire as a wife mother and grandmother she has
found our lady a constant companion and inspiration in daily life her popular
guide the shrines of our lady in england is also published by gracewing
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Meditations on the Holy Rosary 2014-02-01 reprint of the original first
published in 1874
The Holy Rosary 2006-03 introduction on reciting the rosary prayer
The Rosary 2020-12-08 handbook of the confraternity of the rosary all prayers
and instructions
The Holy Rosary, from the Writings of the Fathers of the Church 2016-08-27
during the months of may and october as well as throughout the rest of the year
the church advises that we perform simple acts of piety to increase our
devotion to the blessed mother one great way to do this pray the rosary this
short booklet features meditations by st josemaria escriva on the twenty
mysteries of the rosary it is a great resource for teaching others to pray the
rosary in private as a family in a small group or as a parish features of this
book a visual diagram of a rosary indicating which prayers are said on which
beads an explanation of the crucifix and beads the order of the mysteries brief
meditations on each of the mysteries the text of the prayers the litany to the
blessed virgin mary the litany of loreto which may be said at the conclusion of
the rosary biblical references relevant to each mystery and an illustration for
each mystery st josemaria escriva was born in spain in 1902 and was ordained a
priest in 1926 in 1928 he received the divine inspiration to found opus dei a
catholic organization of lay people and priests who try to grow close to god
through their ordinary lives st josemaria died in 1975 and was canonized by
pope john paul ii in 2002
ROSA MYSTICA 2023-09 contemplate the greatest moments of the lord s salvation
plan this simple devotional guide to praying the mysteries of the holy rosary
contains quotes from the gospels st josemaria escriva and pope st john paul ii
each mystery ends with a resolution to strengthen your daily life a full color
image accompanies each mystery the rosary is the synthesis of the entire gospel
paul vi marialis cultus 42 the rosary is a contemplation of christ in his
mysteries in union with the most holy virgin mary john paul ii address 14 x
2001 to say the holy rosary considering the mysteries repeating the our father
and hail mary with the praises to the blessed trinity and the constant
invocation to the mother of god is a continuous act of faith hope and love of
adoration and reparation josemaría escrivá de balaguer rome january 9 1973
Mysteries of the Holy Rosary: The Life of Jesus and Mary 2010-08
The Story of the Rosary 2023-11-16
The Monthly Magazine of the Holy Rosary 2011-10
The Holy Rosary 2014-07-18
Handbook for the Confraternity of the Most Holy Rosary 1873
The monthly magazine of the holy rosary; under the direction of the Dominican
fathers 2022-01-27
Praying the Holy Rosary with St. Josemaria Escriva 2018-04-17
The Holy Rosary
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